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Answer Question No. 1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions: multiple type or dash fill up type (2 x 10) 

 a) Electrostatic type instruments are primarily used  as 
(i) Ammeter (ii) Wattmeter (iii)Voltmeter (iv)ohmmeter 

 

 b) Horizontally mounted  MI instrument use 
(i) Eddy current damping     (ii)Electromagnetic Damping  
(iii) fluid friction damping     (iv) Air friction Damping. 

 

 c) The standardization of AC potentiometer is done by______.  
 d) The value of resistance of an earthing  electrode depends upon 

(i) shape and material of earthing electrode depends upon 
(ii) depth to which electrode is driven into earth 
(iii) specific resistance of soil 
(iv) all of the above 

 

 e) Pyrometer is used to measure_______.  
 f) Which of the following additional device is required for measuring pressure 

with LVDT? 
(i) Bellow (ii) Bourdon tube (iii) Bolometer  (iv) Either(i)and(ii)  

 

 g) A digital voltmeter has read out range from 0to 9999 counts. If the full scale 
reading is 99.99V, the resolution is_______. 

 

 h) The power in 3-phase 4-wire circuit can be measured by using ______.  
 i) Frequency can be measured by using _______ bridge.  
 j) Which among the following is not a type of digital voltmeters? 

(i) Ramp type  (ii) Integrating  (iii) Potentiometric Type  (iv) None 
 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) Define the term accuracy, errors and correction.   
 b) Write the major cause of creeping for single phase inductive type energy 

meter. 
 

 c) Can Moving Iron instruments be used for measurement of DC current? Justify 
it.  

 

 d) Mention the advantage of using Wagner Earthing device for measurement of 
resistance. 

 

 e) State the difference between Harmonic Distortion and Total Harmonic 
Distortion.   

 

 f) Differentiate between sensor and transducer.  
 g) How a Crompton type DC Potentiometer is standardized?  
 h) Define “Ration Error” in current transformer.  
 i) What are the advantages of electronics voltmeter in compare to 

electromechanical type voltmeter? 
 

 j) What is use of delay line in the vertical amplifier section of CRO?  
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Q3 a) What are the differences between static and dynamic characteristics of 
instruments? State and explain each static characteristic of instruments. 

(10) 

 b) Explain briefly how an inductance can measure by using Maxwell Bridge. (5) 
    

Q4 a) With a neat diagram describe the construction and working principle of an 
Electro-Dynamometer type wattmeter. 

(10) 

 b) Discuss the common sources of error in AC bridge. How are they eliminated? (5) 
    

Q5 a) Describe the working of Ballistic Galvanometer and how its construction 
different from D’Arsonval Galvanometer. 

(10) 

 b) Describe the construction of polar type Potentiometer (5) 
    

Q6 a) Classified the different types of displacement transducer. With proper diagram 
explain the working of LVDT. 

(10) 

 b) What is piezoelectric transducer? List the advantages and disadvantages of 
piezoelectric transducer. 

(5) 

    
Q7 a) What are electronics voltmeters? Explain briefly. And write the advantages of 

electronics voltmeter over convention one. 
(10) 

 b) Write short note on dual slope oscilloscope. (5) 
    

Q8 a) Discuss the construction, theory and principle of one type of frequency meter. (10) 
 b) Calculated  the value of distributed capacitance of a coil when the following 

measurement are made: 
At frequency ଵ݂ =2MHz, the tuning capacitor is set at 460pF. 
At frequency ଶ݂ =4MHz, the tuning capacitor is set at 100pF. 

(5) 

    
Q9 a) With neat diagram explain briefly the main parts and working  of Cathode Ray 

Oscilloscope  
(10) 

 b) The CRO screen has 20 div on horizontal scale. If a volt signal 10sin 
(314t+45) is examined with time base setting 10msec/div, then how many 
number of cycles of signal will displayed on the screen. 

(5) 
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